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Thank you for downloading our 2016 rate card. With the never ending release of video cameras these days, it can be tricky 
deciding what kit you need for your production. 

Then there’s choosing the right crew.
 

We’ve been providing camera crews, producers and editors to television broadcasters, production houses, PR firms, Ad Agencies 
and the corporate sector since 2001. We have operators to suit all budgets and will make sure you get the right shots 

and broadcast quality sound every time.

Experience counts. 



Red Scarlet

The RED Scarlet is the camera of choice for our high end shoots. The Scarlet can shoot 4k, 
RAW or specific codecs for clients shooting TVC’s, documentaries or films.

It is not a ‘run and gun’ type camera and requires time to set up. 
Our RED can be hired with or without a cameraman or DOP but we always

send an assistant with this kit.

 Red Scarlet Brain and LCD (EF or Nikon Mount)
4 x redvolt batteries

Miller Tripod
24-105, 70 - 200 and 16 - 35 EF Canon lenses

512 GB SSD Card
PL mount adaptor avaliable on request

DIT, DOP and lighting crew rates available on request



Sony A7s

We use this camera mainly for corporate events because of the 
excellent pictures it produces under low light.

Cameraman
Miller 75 mm tripod

Sony top light
2 LED light panels

Lapel or hand held microphone



Canon C100 / C300

We use the C300 for interviews, events, documentaries and corporate shoots.
We have an ATOMOS NINJA to capture ProRes or higher bit rate files.

Cameraman
18-35, 24-105 and 70-200 Canon EF Lenses

Miller 75 mm tripod
Sony top light

2 LED light panels
Lapel or hand held microphone



Sony EX3

Another popular ENG camera. Mainly for sport and news shoots.
Full HD, quick set up, SD card handover and good under low light.

Cameraman
Miller 75 mm tripod

Sony top light
2 LED light panels

Lapel or hand held microphone

Day rate - $7000 HKD per day

Sony EX3

Another popular ENG camera. Mainly for sport and news shoots.
Full HD, quick set up, SD card handover and good under low light.

Cameraman
Miller 75 mm tripod

Sony top light
2 LED light panels

Lapel or hand held microphone



Canon 5d mark 3

Popular DSLR camera for filmic look interviews and event videos.

Cameraman
18-35, 24-105 and 70 - 200 Canon EF lenses

Miller 75 mm Tripod
Sony top light

2 LED light panels
Lapel or hand held microphone

Day rate - $6000 HKD

Canon 5d mark 3

Popular DSLR camera for filmic look interviews and event videos.

Cameraman
18-35, 24-105 and 70 - 200 Canon EF lenses

Miller 75 mm Tripod
Sony top light

2 LED light panels
Lapel or hand held microphone



Sony PXW-X70 XDCAM

This camera records HD video at 50 Mb/second. It produces great cinematic images for such a small camera. 
Great for ENG type shoots or when time is of the essence for setting up.

Cameraman
Miller 75 mm tripod

Sony top light
2 LED light panels

Lapel or hand held microphone



Additional kit items available

Steadicam Glider - $1500 HKD. For use with C100, A7s and Canon 5d
Edelkrone Slider - $1500 HKD. For use with all cameras

18” HD Monitor - $1000 HKD
Satchler 25P field head - $1000 HKD

Satchler Tall Leg - $600 HKD

Lighting
4 foot Kino 4 band - $1500 HKD

Dedo Lights - $1000 HKD
Ari 650 Light Kit - $500 HKD

C Stand - $600 HKD
2” Polly Holder - $100 HKD

4x4 poly - $300 HKD
Sandbags - $20 HKD each
Black Cloth - $200 HKD

13 AMP extension cable - $200 HKD
HMI x 2 - $2500 HKD

All rates are per day.
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